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Abstract
The objective of this cruise was to occupy a hydrographic section nomialy along 149E from
Papua New Guinea to the shelf off the coast of Japan near Yokohama as par of the one-time
WOCE Hydrographic Programe survey of the Pacifc Ocean line PiO. This report describes the
processing of shipboard acoustic Doppler current profier (ADCP) data that were collected durig
this cruise. New GPS-based heading measurements ("Ashtech heading"),_ which increase the
accuracy of tlie ADCP, are covered in detai. A subset of the processed data from the New
Guinea Coastal Undercurrent and from the Kuroshio is presented.
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1 Introduction
The objective of this cruise was to occupy a hydrographic section nomialy along 149E from
Papua New Guinea to the shelf off the coast of Japan near Yokohama as par of the one-time
WOCE Hydrographic Programe survey of the Pacific Ocean line PIO (Fig. I). The sensor suite
included a CTD with a 36-place rosette, Gerard Barels for large-volume water samples, ALACE
floats, a lowered acoustic Doppler current profier (L-ADCP), as well as a shipboard acousticDoppler current profier (ADCP). -
The purpose of this report is to describe the processing of the shipboard ADCP data and
to show some intial results. In the followig, the instrument system and the data processing
softare are introduced in section 2. Section 3 contais the general cruise log as well as notes on
the ADCP data collection. Specifcs on data processing issues such as calbration, etc., are given
in section 4, with special emphasis on the Ashtech heading data that had recently become avaiable
on the RI Thomas G. Thompson. Some intial figures from the New Guinea Coastal
Undercurrent and from the Kuroshio are shown in section 5, though scientific description of the
measurements wi be reserved for other publications.
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Figure 1: PIO Cruise track, using I5-minute averages.
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2 The ADCP System
The ADCP system on the RI Thompson can be divided into several components: the ADCP
transducer and its instalation, the data acquisition system computers and softare, and the
navigation instruments.
2.1 ADCP Hardware and Transducer Instalation
The ADCP transducer is a stadard (narow band) 150 kH vessel-mounted transducer from
RD Instruments (RI), Inc. It is mounted in the Janus confguration (i.e., rotated by 45 degrees)
in a faied transducer pod that protrudes below the hull by approxiately two feet. The pod is
expected to elimiate, or at least to reduce, the impact of bubble sweep-down on the ADCP. The
transducer depth is nomialy 5.9 meters; it is exposed directly to the sea (Flagg and Shi, 1995).
2.2 Navigation
Several instruments provide additional data to the ADCP that are incorporated either in real-time
or durig post-processing. These are:
. Heading: provided by either ofthe ship's two Sperr MK-37 gyo compasses. Each ADCP
ping is rotated from transducer or ship's coordinates into geographic coordinates using the
ship's heading before the pings are combined into the ensemble average (usually about
300 pings for a 5-minute average).
. Position fies: provided by an MX4200 GPS receiver via RS232 serial connection. The
ADCP data processing indicates that selective avaiability (SA), the U. S. Governent's
ditherig of the GPS signal for non-militar users, was in effect durig this cruise, degrading
the GPS fi accuracy to approxiately 100 meters. Two GPS fies were stored with each
profie for post-processing.
· Second heading: in May of 1993, the RI Thompson was equipped with an Ashtech heading
system. It calculates the ship's heading using GPS diferential carer phase measurements
between a reference antenna and three other antennas. Ashtech data were recorded separately
for post-processing.
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2.3 The Data Acquisition System
The priar data acquisition was pedonned by a PC runng RDl's Data Acquisition Softare
(DAS) version 2.48. This softare produces the famar pingdata fies ("pingdata.##"), usualy
one fie per day, which were recorded on hard disk. Because the DAS has problems runng on
faster PCs, the acquisition PC often is a 286 machie, as was the case on the Thompson. It is also
possible to use 386 machies that are slowed down with softare.
For thë PIO cruise, DAS confguration paraieters included 4 m blang, 8 m vertical bins
and a 16 m pulse. Profies were usualy collected at a rate of approxiately once per second and
vector-averaged in 5-miute ensembles. To reduce spurious shear from simultaneous varations in
depth range and ship's speed durig an ensemble, the vector-averagig was done in the usual way
as follows (using an option in the DAS). For each velocity profie, the mean over a reference layer
(here: bins 4 through 15) was calculated and subtracted from the profile. The reference layer and
the reduced profie were then averaged separately over the ensemble, and recombined at the end
of the ensemble. The DAS option for screenig based on error velocity was used with a threshold
of 100 cm/s. Routine data collection included horiontal and vertical velocity components,
backscatter amplitude (as measured by the automatic gai control (AGe) level), percent good
pings (at each depth bin the percentage of pings withi an ensemble for which data from al four
beams were judged acceptable), error velocity, spectral width, and percent 3-beam solution (at
each depth, the percentage of acceptable pings that were calculated from three instead of four
sound beams). The followig direct commands were set:
. FH00002: in bottom track mode, use every other ping for bottom tracking.
. E0004020099: controls positionig of the first bin in ping-to-ping trackig. The
average from four bins staring at bin two from only the last ping is used to position the
tracking fiter.
. B00800 I: set point where the ADCP narrows the processing filter bandwidth. Here, the
switch occurs once the beam with the lowest AGe goes below 80 counts.
. CF63: turns off a modifed fish detection algorithm that has caused problems in the past
(E. Firg, pers. comm.).
With the present RDI DAS, integrating navigation into the ADCP system requires a "user
exit" program that effectively becomes par of the DAS. The Thompson used Eric Firig's
program, version "ue3.exe". Its mai functions were:
. At each ping (about once per second), calculate the velocity of the ship relative to the
reference layer. This will be caled the ship-reference velocity. It is in geographic
coordinates.
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. At each ping, fiter this ship-reference velocity with a mid exponential filter and display it.
Optionaly transmit this inormation and the heading in a "speed log" message, Magnavox
1100 series format, via a serial port.
. At the begig (ping 2) and the end Gust before wrting the ensemble out to disk), grab
the latest position fi parse it, and store it in the "user buffet' of the ensemble. Positions
are obtaied via serial port from an NMA GGA message source. This velocity and the
end-of-ensemble position are stored in the pingdata "loran" structre and are used for
displaýig the velocity profile relative to the '''nav device", if that option is selected in the
DAS.
. Optionaly transmit the full ensemble data structure out through a serial port.
Using the last option ofue3.exe, each profile was sent serialy to a SUN work station
where a second copy of the raw data was collected by a program (monserv) wrtten at the
University of Hawai. It generated approximately daily files very simar to the "pingdata" files
wrtten by the PC's DAS. With the multi-tasking capabilties of the Uni machie, it was possible
to generate prelinar ADCP results in close to real time without interrpting the data acquisi-
tion.
Ashtech heading data were collected once a second by a PC that had one of the ship's
network disks mounted as a local DOS disk. Once per second, the PC recorded:
. The Ashtech's ATT message, which contais heading, pitch, roll, and the quality parame-
ters mrs and brms. The mrs is defied as "the average double differenced carer phase
residual" (Ashtech manual). This value is zero iffewer than five satelltes are used in the
attitude computation. Typical values are around 2-3 nu. The brms error is defied as
"the rms error between the baseline magntudes determed in the intial survey (i.e., the
body reference frame vectors between antennae 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4) and the computed
baseline magntude obtained at the current time. Typical values are 1-3 cm for PDOP.c4."
. NMA GPS position as given by the GGA sentence, which includes time (no date),
longitude, latitude, HDOP, number of satelltes, and antenna height in meters.
. The speed log message provided by ue3.exe, which contais the ship's heading.
Durig the cruise, another program (decash) was run on a SUN once a day to interpolate
any missing gyo heading (only for gaps smaller than 4 seconds), edit out bad data based on
thresholds for mrs and brms, and then average the remaig data into one-minute intervals. The
results were stored in matlab format (.mat) fies and saved for post-processing. As of 1994, a new
version of the user-exit program (ue4.exe) is available that stores Ashtech heading inormation in
the profile user buffer, simplifyg data storage and processing.
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2.4 The Data Processing Softare (CODAS)
The ADCP processing softare used here was developed by a group from the University of
Hawai led by Eric Firg. It is outlined in the followig; a more detaied description of the
softare is given in Appendix A taken from Firg (1991). The specific processing steps for the
P 10 data set are described in section 4.
CODAS (short for Common Oceanographic Data Access System) consists of a database
system for ADCP and other oceaographic data, and a set of programs (or ADCP data process-
ing. The programs are wrtten in C and matlab. To obtain the source code and executables for
several platforms including PCs, SUN and SGI work stations, contact efirig~soest.hawaii.edu.
The basic data processing steps consist of:
· Scan the raw data files to ensure they are readable, to identif gaps or other problems, and
to extract inormation needed to correct the recorded profie times in case the PC clock
was in error compared to GPS time.
· Load the data into a database suitable for processing and analysis. Profie time corrections
are usually pedormed at this stage.
· Evaluate the quality of the data set as a whole by calculating and plotting diagnostic
statistics. Signal strength (as measured by the Automatic Gan Control: AGe), percent
good pings, error velocity, vertical velocity, and the vertical derivative of the horiontal
velocity components are inormative. It is useful to compare these varables between
on-station ,and underway periods.
· Edit the profies to eliate bottom intederence, velocity gltches due to intederence
from the CTD package, etc.
· Ashtech correction: Rotate each profie according to the difference dh between Ashtech
and gyo heading. In addition to temporal changes of the gyo, dh may contain a constant
heading offset of the Ashtech antenna aray. It is, therefore, necessar to pedorm the
ADCP calbration afer the Ashtech rotation has been applied in order to determne the
angular offset of the Ashtech antennae relative to the ADCP transducer.
· Calibrate the profier-heading device (i.e., gyo compass or other) combination. Scale
factor and rotation calbrations must be determed from all available data as a function of
time during the cruise and then used to correct the velocity data.
· Reference the relative velocity profies by calculating the ship's position at the end of each
profile and the average velocity of the ship during the profie.
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. Adjust depth for the diference between the actal vertically averaged sound speed
(calculated from hydrographic data) and 1470 mis, the nomial sound speed assumed by
RDI in converting pulse travel times to ranges.
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3 Cruise Narrative
The followig is taken from the PI 0 cruise report.
3.1 Highghts
WOCE Designation:
EXPOCODE:
Chief Scientist:
Co-Chief Scientist:
PIO
3250TN026/1
Melida Hall
Phone: 508-289-2599
e-mai: midy~latour.whoi.edu
Terrence Joyce
Phone: 508-289-2530
e-mai: tjoyce~whoi.edu
RI Thomas G. Thompson
Fiji, Papua New Guinea to Yokohama, Japan
5 October 1993 - I 0 November 1993
Ship:
Ports of Cal:
Dates:
3.2 General Cruise Log
The PIO cruise was the third in a series of three WH one-time cruises aboard the RI Thompson
in 1993 followig PI7N and PI4N. The ship depared Suva, Fiji, on September 29 and steamed
westward toward the northern coastlie of Papua New Guinea, where the section began at the
200 m isobath. Durig the seven-day deadhead, we cared out three test stations (not included in
the station numberig scheme) to shake down equipment and water samplig methodology. The
station track, designed in early plang documents for 145E, was shifted eastward in an effort to
depart the New Guinea coastlie perpendicular to the bathymetry, then ski the Marana Ridge
and Trough to the east, thus makg the whole section in the East Marana Basin rather than in
both that basin and the Phippine Basin farher west. Where bottom depths changed rapidly (near
the coast and passing the Caroline Seamounts around 6-8 N), station spacing was dictted by
topographic changes. Withi 3 degrees of the equator, spacing was every 15 miutes of latitude
along the ship track (nomialy 15 om but slightly more due to the track angle), stretchig to
30 om up to 1O.5N, then 40 nm from there to station 73 at 28.5N. At that point we began our
dogleg towards the Japan coast in an effort to cross the Kuroshio at approximately a right angle.
Over the northern dogleg, station spacing gradually decreased to resolve the strong front of the
Kuroshio and ultimately, to accommodate rapid topographic changes near the coast. Stations
generaly went to withi 10 m of the bottom except over the Japan Trench and a few other
stations where bottom depths exceed 6000 dbar. No stations were lost due to weather and the
ship arved on schedule in Yokohama on 10 November afer a total of94 smal-volume CTD
stations, 53 of which with the LADCP attached to the rosette, and seven additional large volume
casts.
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3.3 Major Problems or Goals Not Achieved
On station 65, on 31 October, we were retrievig the intermediate Large Volume (LV) cast and
had taken two Gerard barels off the wire when the wich faied to stop and the thid bottle was
2-blocked, breakg the wie and causing the remaing seven bottles to be lost. Fortnately, no
one was injured, but the loss reduced the abilty to car out LV sampling, and the final LV
stations were designed to use smal volume radiocarbon measurements for the intermediate cast.
Another problem was encountered with the salty measurements causing unacceptably large
saple-to-sample '''noise''. Varous causes were exaied including changig Autosals, changig
Autosallocation until the problem was finally-isolated--the 120 m1 flint glass WHOI sample
bottles were replaced with 200 m1 Scripps Kimax bottles commencing with station 59, and a
dramatic improvement was seen. The WHOI bottles, which were over five years old, were found
to have flakes of an insoluble substace that appeared to come from the inside sudace.
3.4 ADCP Data Collection
The followig is compiled from the cruise notes of Peter Hacker, University of Hawai. A more
complete version of these notes is contaied in Appendix B.
The general ADCP data collection worked without major problems. There were several
short gaps on the order of3 minutes that were associated with changes of the DAS parameters.
Bottom trackig was toggled on and off several times to collect bottom track calbration data, and
the ensemble length .(SI) was changed to one-minute sampling for several short periods. A 30-
miute and a second 21-miute gap were due to SUN work station crashes. Though these data
would have been avaiable on the PC raw data files, we decided that it was not necessary to obtai
the PC fies just for that reason since both gaps occurred durig stations. Finaly, one larger
5-hour gap occurred on November II. Presumably the acquisition PC's keyboard was hit
accidentaly sometime at night, causing the DAS to pause until the error was observed several
hours later.
There were more problems with the Ashtech heading system, however. The data were
unavailable for the first 9 days of the cruise because of instrument problems. Several larger gaps
occurred throughout the cruise when the Ashtech deck unit either displayed an error message or
had frozen up completely. In either case a hard reboot, sometimes with additional memory reset,
was used to bring the data stream back on line. In total, the Ashtech gaps summed up to 12.7
days, or about one thid of the cruise time. To better understand the gyo compass behavior, four
"Ashtech surveys" were run at different times durig the cruise. Durig such a survey, the ship
would steam along a rectgular, or later octagonal, pattern with tyicaly six I-minute ensembles
per side. The data indicated the possibilty of identifyg gyo errors as function of heading, and
they were subsequently used to define a model that could fi the Ashtech gaps.
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4 Data Processing
In this section, the specifc processing steps under the CODAS softare package are described,
and some reference to the relevant programs is given. For more detais on ADCP data processing
with CODAS, the reader is referred to the example database that comes as par of the CODAS
softare package. It contais the complete directory structre, control fies, matlab settings, and
other parameters that were used to process a smal set of ADCP data, and is accompaned by the
document process. doc which contains a detailed history of the processing.
4. i Scan and Load
As the fist step, the raw data fies were scaned for readabilty, gaps, and clock dri (program
scan ping). We worked with the SUN version of the raw data rather than the PC version, which,
due to the way in which they are collected, produce a new "headet' for each profile. Aside from
the fact that ADCP gaps were less obvious (since gaps produce a new header as well), this was of
little consequence. Several gaps of a few miutes' duration were found, presumably associated
with changes in the DAS confguration. Two longer gaps (30 and 21 minutes long, respectively)
were due to reboots of the SUN, and could thus have been closed with the PC raw data. Since
they occurred durig on-station time, however, we deCided that this was not reason enough to
obtai the PC data. A long gap of nearly 300 minutes that occurred close to the Kuroshio crossing
could not be fied because it was due to an interrption of the acquisition PC.
The PC clock is used for time-stamping the ADCP profiles. It can be checked by
comparg profie times with GPS fi times, which is routinely done as part of the scang. The
clock offset was found to be zero, and the clock drift was one plus 4. I 62exp(-8), corresponding
to 4 seconds in 3.17 years. The data were, therefore, loaded into the newly created PI 0 database
without time correction (prpgram loaing).
4.2 Editing
The general concepts behid the profie editing steps are described in Appendix A, section 4.
However, this data set was one of the fist processed with the new set of editing programs that
was not yet in place when the document in Appendix A was wrtten. The major changes include a
new set ofmatlab tools that make use of new matlab features available under version 4. As par of
that, the tasks of the programflag have been included in the matlab routines. An extensive
description of the individual steps can be found in the document process. doc included in the
CODAS example database.
In summar, there are three steps. First, threshold values for a set of database varables
are calculated from general statistics (program profstat). Next, the complete database is examed
in matlab using stagger plots ofa suite of varables that may include the three velocity compo-
nents, amplitude (AGe), percent good, error velocity, and position. The profiles or bins that
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exceeded the specifed thresholds are automaticaly marked, with diferently colored symbols
indicating which criterion was exceeded. Profiles that require editing are selected based on these
plots. Editing may include specifg the fist or last bin for which the velocity data are consid-
ered vald (e.g., in cases of inadequate sudace blang or bottom intederence, respectively),
markig individual vertical bins by setting the corresponding bits in a quality aray (e.g., when a
few bins show gltches due to CTD wie intederence), or in extreme cases markig a complete
profie as bad (e.g., for very shallow bottoms in port). The fial product of the matlab examation
is two ascü lists that identify the "bad" profies or bin ranges, respectively. They are used as input
to a set of programs that then actally implement the editing changes in the database. Optionally,
profies for which bottom intederence has been found may be shortened by an additional 15%
(program last _85).
Criterion Threshold calculated Threshold used
Amplitude (AGe) N/A 10 counts
error velocity N/A 70
2nd diference of u, v 88.5 90
2nd diference of w 37.2 60
w varance 531 mm2/s2 1200 rn2/s2
Table 1: Editing criteria. The central column shows the calculated thresholds;
the right column shows the thresholds that were eventually used. Units are in
mms unless indicated otherwse.
For the PIO cruise, the specifc threshold variables and their values used are listed in
Table I. Standard values were used for the fist two varables. The others were calculated as
follows:
. Second diference of horizontal velocities, d2uv: mean and standard deviation were
calculated from time series of the vertical second diference of u and v for each vertical
bin. The standard deviations for u and v were vertically averaged over bins 5 through 20,
and the two were added. Here and in the following, the time series were taken from the
whole database excluding the times for which the ensemble length was set to one minute.
. Second diference for vertical velocity, d2w: as for d2uv, but in addition the vertical
average was multiplied by 4.
. Varance of vertical velocity, w _var: standard deviations were calculated from time series
ofwat each depth bin and averaged over bins 5 through 20. The result was multiplied by
three, and then squared to convert to varance.
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The calculated threshold values proved to flag too many good profies, and were, therefore,
increaed (Table I, third column).
Aside from several real bottom intederence cases throughout the cruÍse, the usual cases
of falsely flagged subsudace amplitude maxa due to scatterig layers were found but were
easily sorted out (Fig. 2.1, top). CTD wie intederence, identified by large values of error velocity
and sometimes d2uv, occurred quite frequently, and the afected bins were edited out (Fig. 2.1,
bottom). There were several short periods of I-miute ensembles that w~re extensively flagged by
the error veloCity criterion. They were in general more noisy than the 5-miute profiles, though.
not excessively so. Since their noisiness was due to the shorter ensemble length and not necessar-
ily due to gltches, these profies were not edited with the sae rigor.
Afer the editing changes were implemented in the database (programs badin, dbupdte,
hotmpa3), the profies were agai checked with the matlab plotting routines, and it was decided
that the 15% shortenig of profies with bottom intederence (program last _85) was not required.
4.3 Temperature and Salty Correction
For non-obvious reasons, the constant of proportionality between Doppler shi and water speed
involves the speed of sound at the transducer only. It is calculated by the DAS based on the
temperature measured by a thermstor embedded in the transducer head, and based on the
constant sainity specifed in the DAS confguration fie (star.cnf. Sound speed depends most
strongly on temperature, changing by 0.3% per °C at O°C, and 0.13% per °C at 30°C; its sainity
dependence is about 0.1 % change per psu (Firng, 1991).
Transducer temperature (Fig. 2.2, top) was checked against sudace temperature as
recorded by the underway sudace measurements of the Thompson. Aside from a period of a day
or so around October 5th when the underway measurements appeared anomalously large, ADCP
and underway temperatures were very simar. Their mean difference was 0.18 °C (ADCP :;
intake), with a standard deviation of 0.053 0. Sudace salinity was obtained from the underway
system as well. It was visually checked against sudace bottle samples (Fig. 2.2, bottom) and
found to be acceptable. A temperature and salinity correction was implemented in the database
that adjusted the transducer temperature by a constant -0.18 ° C, and by exchanging the constant
sainty with the time series of underway salty (programfix_temp).
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Figure 2.1: Editing examples. To left: scattering layer falsely identified as bottom; top right:
true bottom. Bottom: CTD intederence as seen by the error velocity (right) and the zonal
velocity component (left).
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4.4 Ashtech Heading Correction
4.4.1 . Background
Gyo compasses on ships are known to have errors that can reach two to three degrees or more
(Bowditch 1977). One portion of the errors can be described as
- ii = 0.0635 S cos(e) sec(L)
with ship speed S in knots, and heading e and, latitude L in degrees (Grth, 1994; Bowditch,
1977). The gyo compass has dials with which speed and latitude can be adjusted by the ship's
crew to reduce such errors. Durig this cruise, the latitude adjustment setting was made in regular
intervals, but the speed setting was left at a constant value of ten knots. In recent years, heading
devices based on GPS diferential phase measurements between a reference antenna and three
other antennae have become avaiable (Kng and Cooper, 1993). The RI Thompson was
outfitted in May 1993 by Eric Firng's group with a system made by Ashtech. Prior to PI 0, the
system was in use durig PI7N (Chereski) and two legs of Pl4 (Hacker, Firg).
The Ashtech correction ultimately produces a list (file) specifng a rotation angle for each
ADCP profie based on the difference db between Ashtech and gyo heading.. In the followig, the
general Ashtech data processing is described fist, followed by a description of the model that was
used to fi the substantial gaps in Ashtech data coverage, and how the two datasets were merged.
4.4.2 Ashtech Processing
The programs and procedures described in the followig were developed by Eric Firg's group
from the University of Hawaii. They represent an early version of the Ashtech processing and
have since been modifed and simplified substantially.
The one-second Ashtech and gyo heading data were reduced to hourly files of one-
minute averages durig the cruise (section 2.3). As a fist step, these data were loaded into
matlab and plotted for inspecion, excluding averages with fewer than 40 points or mean mrs of
more than 0.004 (programs loam.m and plotem.m). A tyical time series of the differences
between Ashtech and gyo headings (db) include Schuler oscilations around the times of arval
and deparre from CTD stations (hours 4, 7, 12, and 15.5), changes associated with re-
orientation of the ship while on station (hour 10), and periods of relatively constant dh (hours 18
through 22) (Fig. 3a). Time series of pitch and roll (Fig.3b) were not used in the following, but
are included here for curiosity. A gap in Ashtech coverage around 1.5 hours is preceded by a
shar increase ip brms and a smaller increase in mrs, as well as a drop in the number of satelltes
available (note that the bottom two panels of Figure 3b are plotted with less strigent editing).
Standard deviations from the I-minute averages for db, gyo heading, pitch, and roll are given in
Figure 3c.
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Next the one-miute dh averages needed to be synchronied with the ADCP profie times.
To that end, the hourly fies were combined into one-time series and edited, excluding points with
mrs :: 0.004 m, brms :: 0.03 m, and I-minute averages with fewer than 40 points (program
plot _ dh.m). Contiguous stretches of dh were identifed, and a five-point median fiter was applied,
excluding points 0.3 degrees beyond the median. Whe the threshold of 0.3 sounds rather harsh,
relatively few points were actaly elimiated by it (Fig. 4). With the input of ADCP profile times
(generated here with a time series of gyo headings as stored in the ADCP database, using
lst_hdg), the I-miute dh averages were then averaged over the ADCP e_nsemble times (program
step2.m). -
4.4.3 Ashtech Model
During the cruise, Terr Joyce tried to quantifY the gyo compass errors. To that end, four
surveys were conducted where the ship steamed fist on rectangular (or later on octagonal)
course patterns with tyicaly six I-minute ADCP ensembles per side (see Appendix A for
detais). Plotting the measured difference of Ashtech and gyo heading (dh) as a function of
heading, he found a distinct pattern that could be fitted by a combination of fist and second
harmonics of the form
dh = al+a2*cos(8)+a3*sin(8)+a4*cos(28)+a5*sin(28) (1)
(Fig. 5). The surveys were conducted with constant, relatively low speed, while the speed dial on
the gyo compass was left at the high cruising speed setting.A model using data from the whole
cruise (Fig. 6) was calculated by bing dh over 30 degrees of heading, and fitting the same tye
of function. This produced a correction that was smaller for most headings while being larger for
headings between 250 and 360 degrees (Fig. 7; Table 2). The second model was used subse-
quently to fi the larger gaps in Ashtech coverage.
coeffcients: al a2 a3 a4 a5
surveys 1,2,4 1.154 -0.8291 0.4559 -0.1018 -0.1323
al data 1.041 -0.5087 0.3612 -0.2017 -0.1666
Table 2: Model coeffcients using Ashtech minus gyo data from the surveys alone (top),
and from using data from the whole cruise (bottom).
A time series of modeled dh was produced by applying the time series of heading averaged
over each ADCP ensemble to (I). A general comparson of the model to the origial Ashtech
minus gyo data shows a mean diference between dh and model of approxiately zero (Fig. 8).
Examples from individual time periods throughout the cruise (Figs. 9a-c) show, not surprisingly,
that the model does best when the ship's course and speed are relatively constant (295.6 to 296.2
on station, or 294.5,295.55 for underway), while it fails to reproduce the short-term Schuler
oscilations (e.g., 294.55). Occasionally, Schuler-tye oscilations appear to last longer than the
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usual couple of cycles (e.g., followig 294.75), though these may be a series of individual events
triggered by smal velocity changes.
4.4.4 Mergig Ashtech and Model
Intialy al Ashtech data gaps were fied using the modeL. It became clear, however, that this was
not a good approach for smaller gaps of a few profies that might occur in the middle of a Schuler
oscilation. Here dh would var rapidly while heading itself and, therefor~, the model did not.
Since the smal' gaps were usualy short compared to the Schuler period, linear interpolation
appeared to be a reasonable tool. The choice between using interpolation or the model, which was
done through visual inspection by Joyce and Bah, was generaly straightforward. The few more
"interesting" cases occurred towards the end of the cruise (e.g., day 312, Fig. 10). The complete
record of the fial heading correction is shown in Appendix C.
Before rotating the full database, only the reference fies used for bottom and water track
calibrations were rotated. When comparg the calibration results with those calculated prior to
the Ashtech rotation, calbration residuals were found not to have decreased as expected.
Eventually (and with Eric Firng's help) the problem was traced to an incorrect sign. The Ashtech
correction as shown in Appendix C was, therefore, multiplied by -I before it was used to rotate
the database (program rotate).
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Figure 3a: One-minute averages of I-second Ashtech data: Ashtech minus gyo heading; ship's
speed; gyo heading; position.
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4.5 Calibration
Basic methods for ADCP calbrations are explained in Joyce (1989) and Pollard and Read (1989).
For the PIO dataset, we have used two approaches: bottom tracking and water trackig. These
two methods should give identical results for the transducer orientation, but can give scale factor
diferences of the ç:rder of 0.5% (Firing et aI., 1995). Bottom trackig, whie often yielding less
noisy results, should, therefore, be considered a useful supplement to water tracking. In the
followig, the two methods are discussed individually including how they were afected by the
Ashtech correcion, followed by a summar of the fial calibration used.
4.5.1 Bottom Trackig
In the bottom track method, the ship's displacement over the ground as meaured by the ADCP is
compared with the ship's displacement measured by navigation fixes. A scale factor A and a phase
tP are calculated that, when multiplying the uncorrected bottom track velocity vector Uu = u + iv
in the form
U = A e l(qm/180)u (2)c u,
mimie the diference between the integrated corrected bottom track velocity Uc and the ship's
track as given by the navigation (GPS) fies. tP is the counterclockwse angle in degrees between
the gyo compass forward axs and the transducer forward axs. Obviously the water depth must
be such that the ADCP can reach the bottom. Excluding extremely shallow and deep depths
where results might be questionable, the bottom tracking range for a 150 kH transducer reaches
from about 40 to 450 meters. Steeply sloping bottoms, such as around mid-oceanc islands, can
introduce problems. Calbration TUns do not have to be straight, though a long horizontal extent is
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advantageous. Depending on the quality ofGPS fies, bottom trackig as short as one hour may
provide good results, with longer runs preferred. The length of a useful segment is given by the
time durig which bottom tracking was contiguous.
, Excluding a very short piece from the ship's deparre from Suva, four contiguous bottom
trackig segments were avaiable for PIO: two segments taken about one week into the cruise,
and two taen on the second-to-last day. As a matter of choice and followig the suggested
CODAS processing, we decided to calculate al rotation angles prior to actaly rotating the
database. Thus, the bottom track data were extracted from the ADCP database prior to the
Ashtech correcton. Instead, the extracted bottom track data themselves were rotated using the
Ashtech correction angles (program naot). This effectively moved the transducer into a new
reference frame relative to the Ashtech antenna aray rather than relative to the gyo compass.
The calculated transducer offset may, therefore, contai a constant offset between the gyo and
the antenna aray.
The first two bottom track segments occurred before the Ashtech came on lie, and were,
therefore, rotated using only the model (Table 3). Segments three and four were corrected using a
mi of model and Ashtech headings. They were analyzed again over the shorter periods with a
complete Ashtech record. Aside from segment three (day 312.11), varations of the phase angles
(f were withi 0.5 degrees, and amplitude varations were withi 0.019. Fit residuals were
generaly of the order of 60 meters (Fig. II, top). The thid segment was anomalous with large fit
residuals, and should probably be disregarded. The fourth segment was collected under the most
preferential circumstances and should be weighted the most.
segment #, # of ensembles, amplitude phase (degrees) heading
star time ensemble length correction
I, 284.556308 21, 5 mi 0.9925 (0.9920) 2.169 (1.180) model
2, 284.865752 48, I mi 0.9930 (0.9975) 2.712 (1.800) model
3,312.110567 71, I inn 0.9900 (0.9905) 2.083 (-0.054) mix
3, 312.133 38, I mi 0.9931 (0.9927) 2.115 (-0.143) Ashtech
4,312.196563 i 63, I inn 0.9974 (1.0002) 2.502 (1.528) nu
4, 312.264 65, I inn 0.9946 (0.9945) 2.463 (1.355) Ashtech
Table 3: Bottom track calibration results, with heading correction. Numbers in paren-
theses come from unrotated bottom track data. Time is in decimal days (= Julian day mius
one).
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For comparson, the sae bottom track calculations were pedormed using the unrotated
bottom trk velocties (Table 3, in parenthese). Amplitude varations were actally smaler (0.011),
while variations in 'P were larger (0.7). Fit residuals (e.g., Fig. 11, bottom) were about 10 to 20
percent larger.
4.5.2 Water Trackig
In the water trk or acleraon method, ship's accelerations relative to the water measured by the
ADCP are compared to accelerations over the ground measured by GPS. Any substantial
aclertions of the ship during good GPS ,coverage can be used. On a normal hydrographic cruise,
most calbration points are usually obtaied from station arval and deparre. Shar turns in the
cruise track provide calibration points as well.
To derive a time series of water track calbrations, first the ship's velocities relative to the
water were computed from each ADCP ensemble by vertically averaging over a suitable layer. The
idea is to choose a layer that shows smooth varations in velocity over time. A standard range is bins
5 to 20, whichwas used here as well (program adpsect, nav option). Like the bottom track data
earlier, the reference layer velocities were again rotated using the Ashtech heading correction
(progr rotn). Next, the reference layer record was searched for accelerations defied by speed
changes of more than 3 mis, or heag changes for more than 60 degrees while the ship's speed was
at lea 2 mls (program timslip). For each acleration, the ship's velocity over the bottom (calculated
from the five-miute GPS fies) and relative to the reference layer was averaged over a set of profies.
The se confguration can be vared with the ai of reducing the scatter over a group of calbration
points. Afer some trals, we decided to average over three ensembles, each group separated by one
ensemble from the velocity jump (timslip options: 9 ensembles, 1:3, 6:8). Finally, a phase 'P and a
scale factor A were calculated by adjusting the reference layer velocity diference A UR = UR,af -
UR,bcOl (with U=u+iv as before) to the absolute velocity diference AUGPs = UGPS,af - UGPS,bcor in
the form
AUGPS = A ei(qm/180) AUR
(before and afer refer to the timng relative to the ship's velocity change). Agai 'P is the
counterclockwse angle between the heading forward axs and the transducer forward axs.
The intial se thus produce contaed a total of 211 calibration points. Afer excluding time
periods with large Ashtech gaps, i.e., where the applied Ashtech rotation was based only on the
mode~ 172 points remaied. In matlab, these points were further edited to exclude outliers based on
thresholds for:
· amplitude (required to be withi 0.04 of the median),
· phase (required to be within 3 degrees of the median),
· varance of the reference layer velocity withi a set (less than 0.07).
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Additiona crtera based on time shiing of the GPS fies and on the size of the velocity jump were
disaled by large thresholds. Origial and edited points were then plotted for examation (Fig. 12,
top), and meas, stadard deviations, and liear trends were calculated (Table 4).
Description # of points mean A mean 'P std. A std. 'P slope A slope 'P
al points 1870f211 0.9924 2.565 0.0118 0.654 0.0 -0.108
no Ash. gaps 155 of 172 0.9922 2.504 0.0117 0.601 - 0.003 0.111
al, no rotate 191 of211 0.994 2:192 0.0121 0.749 0.0 -0.285
Table 4: Water track calbration results. # of points: reduction due to adpca/ editing.
Slope: liea trend over 30 days.
The water track method is based on the assumption that water velocities averaged over the
reference layer remai constant before and afer the acceleration. This assumption could be violated
by either an ac velocity chage, or by a perceived change due to, for example, a time varng gyo
error. Schuler oscations with tie periods of about 83 minutes, excited most effciently by a change
in latitudial ship's spee are a prie candidate for the latter. To evaluate their effect, the calbration
cacuations were repeated for the un-rotated reference layer velocities. In general, scatter amongst
the calbration points was somewhat larger (Fig. 12, bottom; Table 4). In addition, a mean change
of the phase is seen over the last one to two days that was absent in the Ashtech rotated results. It
occed with a period of more rapid course and speed changes, and large Ashtech-gyo diferences
(Appendi C). The mea amplitude and pha difered les, however, between Ashtech corrected and
uncorrected calibrations than it did for the corresponding bottom track results (Table 3).
4.5.3 Final C3libration and Rotation
Averagig 'P from the last segment of bottom trackig without Ashtech gaps and from the mean
water track value, agai excluding times without Ashtech data, the constant offset between ADCP
traucer and the Ashtech antenna aray was determed to be 2.484 degrees. A constant amplitude
sce facor of 0.9922 was seleced bas on the water trk calbration alone. The complete database
was rotated using the tie sees offial Ashtech correcons and the constant amplitude A and phase
'P given above (program rotate, TUn twce: once for Ashtech corrections and once for constant A and
'P).
As a check, the water track calbration calculations were repeated for the rotated database.
When the large Ashtech gaps were excluded, amplitude and phase came out to 0.9997 and
-0.012, respevely. Considerg the complete recrd, amplitude and phas were calculated as 0.9999
and +0.02.
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Figure 11: Bottom track residuals. Top: with gyo correction; bottom: without. Afer the first 15 bottom track points
with ship's sp and heag of 0.3 mfs and 50° ,resectively. Ship's spee and heading were faily const over the
remaig 50 points, and values of approxiately 6 m/s at 2000. There was one brief perod of approxiately four
bottom track points where the ship's spee droppe to i mfs.
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Figure 12: Water track phase cp and amplitude A. Top two panels: afer applying gyo cor-
rection the first cruise days without Ashtech data were excluded. Bottom two panels: without
gyo correction.
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4.6 Navigation
In this section the conversion of ADCP velocity profies relative to the ship to absolute velocity
profies is described. It involves the intermediate calculation of the absolute velocity of a reference
layer (e.g., Wilson and Leetmaa 1988) rather than calculating the absolute ship's speed directly by
dierencig GPS fies. It is based on the assumption that the velocity of an oceanc layer wi var
more slowly in time than the ship's velocity, and therefore short-term velocity fluctuations can be
identifed as GPS fi errors.
Conversely, the reference layer should be chosen such that its velocity vares as smoothly as
possible along the cruise track. In general, this would be the thickest layer that contamSoR;ood data,
excluding the fist few bins for sudace effects. Some tyical range is bin 5 through 20, which was
chosen here as well. Thus, the relative reference layer velocity was computed for each profile as the
vertical average over that bin range (program adpsect).
Next, the GPS fies were extracted from the database. The userexit program used here
recorded two GPS fies in the user buffer of each profile: the fist and last fix available durig the
ensemble acquisition. Since the acquisition PC needs some time at the end of an ensemble to wrte
the data etc., these two fies are tyically a few seconds apar. Under the option used here, the fix
reteval progr (ubprint) averages these two fies to calculate a position as close to the end of an
ensmble as possible. The extracted fies were edited with threshold values for Horiontal Dilution
of Precision (HOP, :;6) and for a maxum time since the last 3-satellte fix (:;6 hours; program
edfix). However, only one fi was found to exceed under these criteria (day 312.22, with lIOP =
8).
F or each profie, the absolute velocity of the reference layer was then computed as the
diference betwee the velocity of the ship over ground, determed from the fies, and the velocity
of the ship relative to the reference layer (which is, of course, given by the reference layer velocity
multiplied by -I; Fig. 13 top, step curve). GPS position errors show up as an anomalous current in
one diecon, imedately followed by a simiarly large anomalous current in the opposite direction
(e.g., at day 282.63). This initial estimate was smoothed by convolution with a Blackman widow
function w(t) (Blackman and Tuckey, 1959) of width T,
wet) = 0.42 - 0.5 cos(21t/T) + 0.08 cos(41tt/).
(Fig. 13 top, smooth curve; program smoothr). The choice of the fiter width depends mostly on
the quality of the fies, and might be as short as 15 miutes with good GPS. Here we have used a
fiter width of one hour, afer deciding that a 40":miute fiter width (Fig. 13, bottom) was too
much inuenced by GPS glitches. See section 6 in Appendix A for further thoughts by Eric Firg
about the filtering. The estimates of reference layer velocity were plotted for the whole cruise,
along with ship's position (Appendix D). These plots are routinely examined for large outlier
fixes, which would then be manually excluded from the record. Here, one fi was marked as bad
(day 288.67). It had occurred within a group of three fies for which the antenna height was
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calculated as 999, but looked otherwse okay. The plots also serve to document other important
aspects of the ADCP data set such as the spatial coverage, the general qualty of the GPS fies,
and the degree to which paricular current features are resolved in the smoothed reference layer
velocity.
The smoothed estimate of the absolute reference layer velocity was added to the velocity
of the ship relative to the reference layer to give the fial estimate of the ship's velocity. The latter
was then integrated over each interval of nearly continuous ADCP data 8!d fit to the ensemble of
position fies Within the interval to generate the ship's track. The ship's position and velocity for
each profie were wrtten back into the ADCP database (program putn). One could add the
ship's velocity to the velocity profile and then store the resulting absolute profile, but instead the
CODAS softare does this calculation as needed when plotting and analyzig the data.
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4.7 Profile Qualty
ADCP profie qualty is routinely checked with several statistics, calculated sepa.ately for
underway and on-station data. A cruise may be broken into several segments and analyzed
separately; for the plots shown here, data from the whole cruise excluding the more noisy
segments with I-miute ensembles were used.
To identif time ranges of underway and on-station data, the relative reference layer
velocity (ADCP velocity averaged over bins 5 through 20, relative to the ship) were searched for
speeds larger or smaler than 1.5 mis, or about 3 knots (program ardep). Time periods of 1-
miute ensembles were manualy edited out. With the resulting time ranges as input, profie
statistics for vertical shear of horiontal velocities, for vertical velocity, error velocity, amplitude,
spectral width, percent good, and percent 3-beam solution were calculated (Fig. 14a-d, program
profstat).
4.7.1 Vertical Shear of u, v (Fig. 14a)
Mean and standard deviation of the vertical shear as measured by the first vertical difference can
be used to identif problems in the shallowest bins due to insuffcient sudace blang or DAS
processing fiter problems. The relatively smal shear seen here suggests that the selected sudace
blanng ( 4 meters) and direct commands for fiter control (B00800 I) and for ping-to-ping fiter
trackig (E0004020099) worked well for the Thompson. A detailed description of the DAS direct
commands can be found in the RDI manual (RI, 1991), and more inormation on processing
fiter issues are given in Chereskin et al., 1989. Aside from the fist bin of v, the horiontal shear
was remarkably simar for underway and on station data.
4.7.2 Vertical and Error Velocity (Fig. 14b)
The 4-bea Janus confguration used by RD Instruments provides two independent estimates of
vertical velocity, w. The average of these is recorded as vertical velocity, and cos(300)/2 (=0.433)
times the diference between the two estimates is recorded as error velocity, E. Since the true
vertical velocity in the ocean is usually very smal, paricularly when temporary and spatialy
averaged, both w and E often indicate measurement error or flow disturbances.
Below the top few bins, the depth-averaged vertical velocity when the ship is underway is
essentialy a measure of the fore-af tilt of the "vertical" axs of the transducer. This tilt can arse
through misaignent of the transducer installation, changes in trim of the ship as water and fuel
are consumed, and, over the very short term pitch. Simar to horiontal misaignents, vertical
velocity errors are proportional to ship's speed, with a one degree tilt producing a signal of about
1.7% of the ship's speed. For the Thompson's cruising speed of about 7 mis, the average vertical
velocity of 5 cmls would indicate a tilt af (the bow was high) of 0.4 degrees.
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Near the sudace, the underway vertical velocity w is large and negative, decreasing
exponentialy over the top 50 meters. On station, w is small and negative. A w profie of this
shape is tyically observed for ship-mounted ADCPs, and though the cause has not defitely been
determed, it is suspected to be related to flow disturbances around the ship's hull. The magn-
tude of -I 0 cmls near the sudace was also seen on a more recent set of cruises on the
RI Thompson (Flagg and Shi, 1995).
Depth-averaged error velocity when the ship is underway may inc!icate misalignent of the
transducer elements relative to each other. Short-terI increases in error velocity from on-station
periods could be caused by a combination of vertical shear of horiontal velocities and ship's tilt
(Bah, 1990). For the PIO cruise, both underway and on-station error velocities were smalL.
4.7.3 Amplitude (AGe) and Spectral Width (Fig. 14c)
Amplitude gai control (AGe) corresponds to the depth-varng amplification used by the ADCP
profier to maitai a constant signal level for al vertical bins. It is generaly used as a measure of
signal strength. Underway AGe levels are tyically elevated for the bottom-most bins, indicating
a higher noise floor due to ship's propeller noise, etc. This is often accompaned by a decrease in
shalow AGe, suggesting that the effective signal strength is reduced simultaneously. Whe these
effects were also found in the AGe profies shown here, the magntude of the reductions was
small (compare with, e.g., Bah et al., 1990). Spectral width will not be discussed, but is shown
here for completeness only.
4.7.4 Percent Good, and 3-Beam Solution (Fig. 14d)
Percent good indicates what percentage of pings in an ensemble were considered good pings and
were used for the ensemble average. It is' used by many of the CODAS data access routines as a
qualty criterion, with 30% being a tyical threshold for accepting data. As expected, percent
good was highest near the sudace and was reduced toward the bottom end of the profie. The
highest profie qualty (as indicated by percent good) was present in the upper 250 meters, though
acceptable data could on average be found to below 400 meters depth. In general, underway data
frequently show reduced percent good returns due to ship's noise etc., but underway and on-
station percentages were remarkably simar here. This again indicates the good characteristics of
the R/ Thompson as an ADCP platform. The mai effect of ship's speed on profie quality was
an increase in percent good varabilty at deeper depths.
Only three of the four beams of the ADCP are necessar to compute the three velocity
components. Al four are normaly used when avaiable. When data from only three beams are
available or acceptable (on any given ping or bin), the DAS will optionally use the three-beam
solution ifit is "turned on" in the DAS's start. en! For each depth bin, percent-3-beam is then the
percentage of pings in an ensemble for which the 3-bea solution was used. As expected, the
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percentage was vanshig at shallow to mid depths (aside from a smal maxum at the very fist
bins), and then increased with depth since al four beams did not drop out at the same depth.
Agai underway and on-station data were very similar.
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Figure 14a: Mean standard deviation of vertical shear ofu (top) and v (bottom).
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Figure 14b: Mea and standard deviation ofw (top) and E (bottom).
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Figure 14c: Mea and standard deviation of AGe (top) and spectral width (bottom).
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5. Velocity Contoun and Maps
Contour and vector plots are shown for the New Guinea approach with the New Guinea Coastal
Undercurrent and for the crossing of the Kuroshio (Figs. 15 to 20). In the followig, the
generation of these figures is described.
5.1 Contours
In the CODAS database, velocity profies are accessed by time. Therefore, a list of time ranges
was produced fist that corresponds to a geographical grd along the cruise track (program
llgrd). The grd step size was 0.2 degrees in latitude for the New Guinea section and 0.1 degrees
in longitude for the Kuroshio secion; longitude (for New Guinea) and latitude (for the Kuroshio)
grdding was disabled by large grd steps. It was possible to use a smaler grd step for the
Kuroshio without makg the resulting time ranges too smal because of the slanted, northwesterly
cruise track there. The ADCP profies fallig withi the same time range were averaged in time
and regrdded in the vertical onto a ten-meter grd, selecting only depth bins with percent--ood
greater than 30 (program adpsect, contour option). The ascii output fie was then plotted with a
contour program from the University ofHawaü, caled contour, that is routinely used together
with the CODAS prograls.
Contour interpolates the input data onto a uniorm grd (set tolO decibars and 0.2 degrees
for both sections) using a combination of Laplacian and spline interpolation as selected by the user
with the parameter cay. Here, cay was set to 0.5, selecting both methods with equal weight. The
parameter del, which controls the amount of ansotropy in the interpolation, was set to 0.2, givig
more weight to horiontal gradients. These are routine settings for ADCP contour sections. For
the one example checked out of curiosity, the v component of the New Guinea section, settings
of del = I (no ansotropy) and cay = 5 (mostly spline interpolation) did not noticeably change the
graph.
In the New Guinea section (Fig. 15 a,b), the southern end is given by the rising bottom off
New Guinea as measured by ADCP bottom trackig (solid line rising to 0 meters depth). Two
versions of the Kuroshio sections are provided: one in geophysical coordinates (Fig. 16 a,b), the
other in rotated coordinates that align with the ship's track (Fig. 17 a,b). The ship's course was
taken to be a constant 300 degrees, which corresponded closely to the ship's heading from that
time as stored in the database. The rotation was implemented by multiplyig ADCP velocity
U=u+i*v by exp(i*ai) with (l = 30 degrees. Along-track velocity is positive toward the southeast,
across-track velocity is positive toward the northeast.
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5 .2 Vector Maps
As for the contour plots, ADCP time ranges need to be generated as the fist step. One may
produce a list of time ranges that correspond to a geographical grd superiposed onto the cruise
track. ,Here, we have chosen to use hal-hour time averages. This has the advantage of indicating
when the ship was on station, and what the temporal varabilty--or lack thereof--was. In addition
to the time averagg, velocity profies were averaged in the vertical over depth ranges of 140 to
160 meters for the Kuroshio, and 70 to 90 meters for the New Guinea approach, (program
adpsect, vector option). When plotting the resulting ascii files of u and v, the longitudinal axs for
the Kuroshio plot was scaled by 1/cos(33 0)= 1.192 (Fig. 18, program vector). The New Guinea
Coasta Undercurrent is depicted on two maps: the first one includes the approach along the New
Guinea coast (Fig. 19), whie the second one shows just the transect across the current in an
enlarged scale (Fig. 20).
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Figure 18: Velocity vectors from half-hour averages over the depths from 140 to 160 meters.
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Figure 20: As Figure 19, but plotted with half the map scale.
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Appendix A: The UH ADCP Data Processing System
(Reproduced from Appendix B from "WOCE Hydrographic Operations an Method: Acoustic
Doppler Current Profig Measurements and Navigation." by E. Firg, 1991. The full document
is avaiable via anonymous ftp from noio.soest.hawai.edu, directory pub/codas3, fie opmeth.ps.)
The University of Hawai ADCP data processing system has been developed and used
over several years. It has been used by several groups in addition to mie to process more than
two ship-yearŠof ADCP data. Some of this processing has been done aI-sea in near real time by
people with no more than a few hours of traing by my group. However, this required consider-
able time and effort by the new users~ the system is large and its use involves many steps. A
description of the system and an example of its use are given by Bah et al. (1990).
The softare may be obtained from me by request: telemail to e.figlOMNT or
Internet emai to efig~soest.hawai.edu. The standard distribution package includes al source
code, documentation, and a sample data set ilustrating al stages of processing. The source code
is internaly documented and external documents have been wrtten for many of the major
operations. These are now being assembled into a users' manual that will describe all data
processing procedures.
A.I Hardware
The UH system is designed to run on a varety of machies starting with a simple PC-compatible
and including V ÄX- VMS and most UN machies. The reasons for specifg this degree of
machine independence are:
· Hardware is changig rapidly, and one wants to be able to take advantage of improve-
ments as they occur, with mial cost in softare modification and maintenance.
. Portable softare can be used by more members of the community than can
machie-specifc softare~ it can contribute to a pool of common softare.
. PC-compatibles are so cheap, ubiquitous, and physically portable that they can always be
taken along when travellg or going to sea. With softare that runs on a PC, one can
always process data in near rea time at sea.
The mial confguration for the UH system is a PC with 640K of RA a math coprocessor,
and a 40-Mbyte hard disk. The system has been used extensively with such machies and also
with Sun-3 and Sun-4 machies. A Postscript-compatible laser priter is recommended for plot
output, although an HPGL plotter (laser is preferred, pen is usable) can also be used.
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A.2 User Intenace
Most routines in the UH system are governed by ASCII control files that are designed for
readabilty and therefore help document the processing of each data set. Al control fies can
contai unlimted comments; standard sample control fies star with a comment block that
explais the parameters in the file and gives examples. Each para.eter (or list) in a control fie is
preceded by a descriptive key word, which identifies the parameter to both the machie and the
operator. Control fies for complicated routines have optional parameter~; when not needed for a
paricular operation they can be omitted, shortenig' and simplig the fie.
Many routines also use intermediate ASCII data fies that are also designed to be
human-readable, with headers and comments. For example, fies listing satellte fies are edited,
both mechancaly and by hand, by prefig the character "%" as a comment indicator to lies
with bad fies that are to be ignored in future steps. Additional comments can be used to explai
why a fi was deemed bad.
One commercial program is used as par of the UH system. Matlab (by the Math Works,
Inc. It is avaiable for the PC, 386-PC, Sun, Vax and several others) and provides easy plotting
and interactive calculations.
The fist step in processing a new data set with the UH system is to run a batch fie (or
UN script) that builds a directory tree for the new data set with subdirectories for each of the
processing steps. These subdirectories are then filed automaticaly with example control files and
Matlab program fies ("m-fies"). The operator need only copy his raw data fies into the
appropriate subdirectory, modif the sample control fies as needed, and run the processing
programs.
A.3 Database
A tyical one-month cruise generates about 10 Mbytes of binar ADCP data which include many
varables, both scalars and arays. The varables included in a data set can change from one cruise
to another. The size and complexity of ADCP data sets therefore warant the use of a database
system rather than a simple fied fie format. To fi this need, Ramon Cabrera, Julie Ranada, and
I have developed CODAS (Common Oceaographic Data Access System): a set of
machie-independent subroutines for the storage and retrieval of oceanographic and other
scientific data. It is designed for maxmum storage effciency combined with fast random or
sequential access. It is flexible enough to comfortably accommodate data from a wide varety of
instruments, such as the Acoustic Doppler Current Profier (ADCP), the CTD, current meter
moorigs, and pressure gauges, together with auxiar observations and instrument confguration
parameters.
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CODAS is hierarchical. Data are organed into profies, each of which may consist of
several arays (for example, one for each of three velocity components) and other data (flags, data
collection parameters, notes, etc.) Profies are collected together in blocks, each of which is an
independent, self-describing unit of data. The internal description of each varable in a block
includes the name, units, and scale factors. A profie is located withi a block via a profie
directory that is par of the block. Blocks are catalogued in a block directory.
A CODAS database contais only two kids offies: a set of dat~ block fies, and a single
block directory fie. The data block fies are independent units and contai al the inormation
required to make a block directory file. Hence, data blocks from different sources can be
combined into a workig database by runng a utilty program that generates a new block
directory file.
CODAS was wrtten in C with care taken to make it portable among modem machines. It
has been used on ffM PC-compatibles, a VAX 750, an Alant, and Sun workstations. Data
blocks are normaly stored in the binar format of the machie on which they were created or are
actively being used. When moved to another machie and assembled into a new database, they
are automaticaly translated to the new binar format if necessar (as in going from a PC to a Sun,
for example).
Storage space is mied. The user is free to use 1,2, or 4 byte integers, floating point,
double precision, or ASCll. However, use of the most compact format for each varable is
encouraged, because the system (optionally) automaticaly converts and scales aray data from
any number format to floating point when reading, and the reverse when wrtig. Storage space is
alocated as needed when the data are stored; there is no need to waste space by specifg fied
aray lengths, for example. The extensive directory structre adds only a few percent of storage
overhead.
A.4 Editing
The premises behind the UH editing system are:
. Because of the volume of ADCP data, automated scang for possible problems is
essential.
. We do not yet know enough to design a purely automated editing system; an operator
must be able to review the results of the scang and decide exactly how the editing
should proceed.
. Because editing is sometimes done iteratively, and one might sometimes want to undo a
step, the eventual changes to the database should be kept to a minium and should be
reversible where possible.
. The editing process should be self-documenting.
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The mai problems to be removed by editing are usualy limited to intederence from the
bottom reflecion in shalow water, intederence from the hydrographic wie durig CTD stations,
and dimishig accuracy at the bottom of the profie. With a poor instalation pr a poor choice of
setup parameters, it may also be necessa to reject data from the top depth bin(s).
In the UH system, suspect profies or bin ranges are identified priary by runng a
program ("FLAG") that tests each profie in a given time range for several conditions and wrtes
an ASCn fie listing cases in which user-specifed thresholds are exceede~. The varables being
checked include error velocity, the varance in the vertical of the vertical velocity component, the
signal strength, and the second vertical diference of each of the velocity components. Large
values of the error velocity coinciding with large second diferences in the vertical velocity
component and in at leat one of the horiontal velocity components indicate intederence by
somethig like a hydrographic wie. On the Moa Wave, for example, this occurs occasionaly
durig CTD stations, is usually confed to a few depth bins among the top ten, and is usually
quite subtle--the horionta velocity component glitches are tyicaly only 5-10 cm/s. A local
maxum of the signal amplitude indicates either a scatterig layer or the bottom, when the
bottom is deeper than about 30 m. When the bottom is very shalow it does not cause an
amplitude maxum, but it usualy leads to high varance in the vertical velocity profie, hence our
use of this statistic.
Afer rug the FLAG program one normally uses Matlab to look at sequences of
profiles ("stagger plots") that are suspect, to make a fial decision about what to edit. In many
cases the output of the FLAG program can be used with little modifcation to control the
programs that modif the database; in other cases a difcult judgement must be made.
Once the decisions have been made, editing is done on the database. In the case of bottom
intederence, the appropriate portions of the FLAG output file are used to specif the last bin of
each profie for which velocity data will be considered valid, and this bin number is recorded in the
database with each profie. If there is a problem in the top depth bins, caused, for example, by
inadequate blang interval or by ringig of the transducer instalation, then the fist bin of the
profie for which the data are acceptable may be recorded with each profile. Otherwse, by default
this is bin I. When the velocity in individual bins is judged bad, a fie listing these bad bins is used
to control a program that sets the appropriate bits in an aray of flag bytes. (This is a recent
improvement in the system. Previously we set the actual velocity values themselves to a bad flag
value. )
Additional editing is normaly done when the data are accessed. Typically one specifies a
percent-good crit~rion, and the access program flags as bad any velocities for which the recorded
percent-good is below the threshold. We usually use 30%.
Although our editing system is quite thorough flexible, and effective, it can also be
confsing and difcult to use; we plan major improvements.
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A.5 Calibration
Routines are avaiable for both the bottom-track and the acceleration method of determnig the
calbration factors. For the bottom track method the user must select the time ranges with
continuous bottom track and navigation data. An interactive Matlab routine is then used to edit
the navigation data and wrte the least-squares, best-fit calbration factors to a fie. For the
acceleration calbration method, a program automatically selects the accelerations for which GPS
data are avaiable and calculates the calbration factor for each acceleration. This is wrtten to a
fie along with-qualty statistics. This fie is input to a Matlab routine which edits, plots, and wrtes
out a statistical summary. .
A.6 Navigation
Position fies, GPS or Transit, are automaticaly screened and merged by an editing program.
Rejected fies are simply commented in the fie, so that they can be manualy reinserted if desired.
Additional manual editing is also done, in an iterative fashion, by commenting out questionable
fies.
Calculation of absolute velocity profies involves the intermediate calculation of the
absolute velocity ofa reference layer (we use bins 5 to 20, about 50--170 m) in the usual way
(e.g., Kosro, 1985; Wilson and Leetmaa 1988). Averaged between fies, the velocity of the
reference layer'is just the diference between the velocity of the ship over the ground, determed
from the fies, and the velocity of the ship relative to the reference layer, from the ADCP
profies. This intial estimate of the reference layer velocity, which is constant between fies, is
then smoothed by convolution with a Blackman window function w(l (Blackman and Tukey,
1958) of width T,
w(l = 0.42 - 0.5 cos(2irt/1) + 0.08 cos(4irt/1).
Since the function being filtered is piecewise constant, the convolution can be evaluated effciently
by analytic integration over each constant piece. The choice of filter width depends on the
characteristics of the data: the qualty of the fies and the expected amplitude and time scales of
the currents being surveyed. When GPS is good and there are smal-scale current features of
interest, T might be as short as 15 miutes. In the worst case of poor Transit quality and no GPS,
T can be up to 12 hours.
Our method of smoothing the reference layer velocity is probably not optimal in many
cases; its mai virte is simplicity. The biggest problem is that it does not take into account
nonuniorm motion of the ship; smoothing is done in the time domain only. In a region oflarge
spatial current gradients, this guarantees errors when the ship changes course or stops for a
station. Usually this error has little effect on the outcome of data analysis. The problem is liely to
be worst, and hardest to fi with a simple algorithm when the ship reverses course in a region of
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large along-track gradient of the cross-track current--for example, when approachig a coast
along which flows a western boundar current. Time-domai smoothing of the reference layer
velocity then causes a systematic underestimate of the maxmum speed of the current.
, Estimates of reference layer velocity as a function of time are plotted routinely (using
Matlab) in 2-day intervals along with the ship's position. This reveals outlyig fies or intervals of
bad GPS that have to be edited out, and also helps one choose a smoothig fiter width. The plots
resulting from the fial iteration of this process serve to document some !mportt aspects of the
ADCP data sèt: the spatial coverage, the quantity ard qualty of position fies, and the degree to
which major current features have been resolved by the smoothed reference layer estimate.
The smoothed estimate of the reference layer velocity over the ground is added to the
velocity of the ship relative to the reference layer to give the final estimate of the ship's velocity,
which is then integrated over each interval of nearly continuous ADCP data and fit to the
ensemble of position fies withi the interval to generate the ship's track. The ship's position and
velocity for each profie are wrtten back to the ADCP database. We could add the ship's velocity
to the velocity profie and store the resulting estimated absolute profie, but for the present we
choose instead to do this calculation as needed when plotting and analyzig the data.
A.7 Gridding and Plotting
ADCP profies tyicaly give velocity estimates at nomial 8-m intervals in the verticaL. We use
nearby CTD profies, when avaiable, to correct these depths for the diference between nomial
and true sound speed. Additionaly, the profies are interpolated to any user-specifed grd in
depth or density coordinates. The interpolation can be done using integration to reduce aliasing
and to give an average velocity over a given layer. The integrated velocity is also avaiable for use
in transport calculations.
In the horiontal, one tyically wants to average profiles in latitude or longitude bins. The
approach taken by the UH system involves two steps. First, a program searches the database to
fid the time ranges corresponding to user-specifed latitude-longitude grd. Second, these time
ranges (edited or modifed ifnecessar) are used to control the data access and averagig process.
Additionaly one may specif the use of only underway data or only on-station data. Another
option is to calculate transport by integrating horiontaly.
Standard plots for viewing the data are of two tyes: vector maps and contoured sections.
For the former we use Matlab or a custom vector mapping program. For contourig we use a
dedicated contour program. The vector and contour programs, unle the rest of the processing
system, have not yet been adapted and compiled on a PC~ we usually run them on a Sun worksta-
tion with hardcopy from a Postscript priter.
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Appendix B: ADCP Cruise Log
A synopsis of hand-wrtten cruise notes by Dr. Peter Hacker, taken during the cruise. References
to data backups and data processing done durig the cruise are not repeated here.
10/5/93
10/6/93
10/9/93
10/11/93
10/12/93
10/13/93
10/14/95
10/16/93
- backed up T025 ADCP ping files to 8 big floppies, fist has .cnf
- deleted pingfes from ADCP acquisition PC _
, - modifed star.cot for TN026 and copied fie to TN026.cnf
- 04:30Z: underway from Suva, 6-7 day transit to PNG and star ofPIO
line
- 04:50Z: bottom tracking, every thid ping. Turned off bottom trackig
afer about 1/2 hour
- noticed no Ashtech data strea; error message on screen. Turn system
off and back on again, system comes up.
- reboot ADCP PC at slow speed. (It has been on fast for last couple of
days at least.) Afer rebooting U and V between 200-400m about
-IOcm/s. Before reboot (with fast PC) U andV about -25cmls.
Signcant?
- worked on Ashtech al day. Antennae, settings.... to Eric.
-19:39Z: set ADCP SI to 60 sec for survey to coast and back
- 20:45Z: enable bottom trackig at 500m depth
- 21:38Z: turn offbottom trackig at 500m
- 00: 15Z: changed ADCP SI from 60 to 300 seconds
- 06:12Z: Error: Sun full
- ADCP Ashtech survey at equator, ADCP file pingdata.OIO.
time speed course ensemble #
OOIOZ 6.0 89.8 9
0021:30Z 5.5 179.0 21 *)
0033:42Z 5.6 271.2 32
0044 :25Z 4.5 00.1 43
*) lost Ashtech for a few minutes
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10/18/95
1
4
3
2
- ADCP Ashtech survey at 0 degrees 30' N
I044Z: changed to I-miute ensembles
time
1059
ILL OZ
1121Z
1132.30Z
1143Z done
speed
5.8
4.2
5.6
5.5
course ensemble #
15
26
37
48
43.5
135
223.5
315
- OI:OOZ (approx): Gyo latitude adjustment made on bridge
- 06:45Z: ADCP survey
time speed course ensemble #
115059Z 2.0 48.5 577
120230Z 2.4 48.5 I *)
120930Z 1.8 92.2 7
121625Z 1.5 138.7 14
1223Z 1.2 181.7 21
1230Z 1.4 226.5 28
I 23640Z 1.4 272.0 35
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10/19/93
10/20/93
10/21/93
10/22/93
10/23/93
10/24/93
10/25/93
10/27/95
10/28/93
10/29/93
10/30/93
10/31/93
I 24230Z 2.0 315.0124910Z 2.0 02.0
*) reset ADCP to I min ensembles
41
48
- 1305Z: ADCP reset to 5 mi ~
2
1 3
8
4
- set latitude adjustment on ship's gyo
- 20:05Z: Sun was full. Power offfor automatic reboot
- 20: IOZ: power on
- 20:15Z: restar
- 01:49Z: bridge adjust gyos to 6 degrees latitude
- 00:02Z: bridge adjust gyos to 8 degrees latitude
- 23:40Z: bridge adjust gyos to 10 degrees latitude
- 21:26Z: Ashtech: "llegal Instruction" on screen. No data stream. Turned
unit off and on again. Problem seems cleaned up.
- 02:25Z: Ashtech: same problem as earlier. turned unit off and on agai.
- 06:50Z: Ashtech: hung up agai: no update on screen. Turned unit off
and on agai.
- 00:08Z: gyo adjustment for latitude
- 00:05Z: gyo adjustment for latitude
- 12:35Z: gyo adjustment for latitude
- 10:30Z: gyo adjustment for latitude
- 1O:50Z: gyos boosted to 23 degrees N
- 14:00LOCAL(!): tube locked Gerard cast, station 65 (23 1O.ON, 149
70
11/01/93
11/03/93
11/04/93
11/05/93
11/06/93
11/07/93
11/09/93
20.0E). Draggi operation for next 15 hours or so
- 12:30Z: update latitude adjustment on gyos
- 12:43Z: adjust gyos for latitude
- 12:30Z: adjust gyos to 30 degrees N
- 23 :25Z calbration procedure; fie t931 0
- 00:52Z: Ashtech not reporting heading - turned off
- 03 :20Z: cold restar; reset memory of Ashtech. System back up and
workig - not recording data since about 22:00Z yesterday.
- 18:20Z: Sun control space getting too smal. Power down.
- 18:3IZ: Power up
- 18:40Z: al ok.
- (durig processing, found: ) gap 11:44:33 - 16:27:49: ADCP PC space
bar must have been hit. Dan and Susan restar in the middle of the night;
second gap 18:19:33 - 18:49:33 - Sun reboot
- 23:37Z: advance gyos to 33 N
- 12:43Z: bumped latitude adjustment for gyos.
- 0215Z (about): heading along track towards coast for ADCP run
- 0224Z: change SI to 60 seconds from 300 seconds. Heading 310 at SOG
10 knots.
- 0233Z: 35 7.5N, 140 49.9E, 520m for station 93
- 0304Z: staring turn of 180 degrees to back track. Shalowest depth
about 180 m.
- 0348Z: on station afer tran~it away from coast
- 0439Z: BT enabled, SI=60 seconds for run up shelf agai.
time speed course
0453Z 2.0 315
0459Z 1.6*) 000
0505Z 2.0 045
0511Z 2.8 090
0516Z 2.5 135
052LZ 2.5 180
0525Z 3.5 225
0530Z 2.9 270
*) into the wind; wid 038 degrees ~ 20 knots
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11/09/93
2 6
-
- 0640Z: left station CTD094 for ADCP survey of Kuroshio. Heading 210
at full speed.
- 0815Z: went over ridge at 400m depth. Edit!!
- turned off ADCP PC
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Appendix C: Ashtech Heading Corrections
The complete time series of Ashtech heading corrections dh as determed by the Ashtech aray
(indicated by dots), by the model givig dh as function of heading indicated by plus signs, or by
liear ,interpolation over smal gaps in the origial Ashtech record indicated by circles.
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Heading correction; Ashtech (.), model (+), interpol. (0)
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Heading correction; Ashtech (.), model (+), interpeL. (0)
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Heading correction; Ashtech (.), model (+), interpol. (0)
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Heading correction; Ashtech (.), model (+), interpol. (0)
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Heading correction; Ashtech (.), model (+), interpol. (0)
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Heading correction; Ashtech (.), model (+), interpol. (0)
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Heading correction; Ashtech (.), model (+), interpol. (0)
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Appendix D: Absolute Reference Layer Velocity
For each day of the cruise, the top halves offollowig pages show the absolute reference layer
velocity averaged between fies (piecewise constant) and smoothed (series of dots). A velocity
scale of:i lm/s was suffcient for most of the cruise, but days 310 and 311 from the Kuroshio
crossing had to be plotted with a scale of:i1.75 m/s as well. The bottom halves show longitude
and latitude as function of time.
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Appendix E: The ADCP DAS Configuration File
The followig is a listing of the starp confguration fie star.cnffor RD Instrument's data
acquisition softare (DAS) that was used durig PIO.
AD,SI,HUREDTHS
AD,NB,WHÖLE
AD,BL,WHOLE
AD,PL,WHOLE
AD,BK, TENTS
AD,PE,WHOLE
AD,PC,HUREDTHS
AD,PG,WHOLE
xxOD2,WHOLE
xx TE,HUREDTHS
AD,US,BOOLE
DP, TRBOOLE
DP,TP,BOOLE
DP, THBOOLE
DP,VS,BOOLE
DP,URBOOLE
DP,FRWHOLE
DP,LR, WHOLE
DP,BT,BOOLE
DP,B3,BOOLE
DP,EV,BOOLE
DP,ME, TENTS
DR,RD,BOOLE
DR,RXBOOLE
DR,RY,BOOLE
DR,RZ,BOOLE
DR,RE,BOOLE
DR,RB,BOOLE
DR,RP,BOOLE
DR,RABOOLE
DR,RN,BOOLE
DR,AP,BOOLE
xxLDR, TR
xxRB2,WHOLE
DR,RC,BOOLE
xxFB,WHOLE
300.00 Samplig interval
60 Number of Depth Bins
3 Bin Length'
16 Pulse Length
4.0 Blan Beyond Transmit
I Pings Per Ensemble
1.00 Pulse Cycle Time
25 Percent Pings Good Threshold
5 (SYSTEM DEFAULT, OD2)
0.00 (SYSTEM DEFAULT, TE)
YES Use Direct Commands on StarUp
NO Togge roll compensation
NO Toggle Pitch compensation
YES Toggle Heading compensation
YES Calculate Sound Velocity from TEMP/Salty
YES Use Reference Layer
4 First Bin for reference Layer
15 Last Bin for reference Layer
NO Use Bottom Track
YES Use 3 Beam Solutions
YES Use Error Velocity as Percent Good Criterion
100.0 Max. Error Velocity for Vald Data (cm/sec)
YES Recording on disk
YES Record N/S (FORE/AFT) VeL.
YES Record E/W (FORT/STBD) VeL.
YES Record vertical veL.
YES Record error Good
YES Bytes of user prog. buffer
YES Record Percent good
YES Record average AGC/Bin
YES Record Ancilar data
NO Auto-ping on star-up
3 (SYSTEM DEFAULT, LDR)
72 (SYSTEM DEFAULT, RB2)
NO Record CTD data
I (SYSTEM DEFAULT, FB)
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xxPU,BOOLE
Ge, TG, TR
GC,ZV,WHOLE
GC,VL,WHOLE
CG,VH WHOLE
Ge,DL,WHOLE
Ge,DH, WHOLE
Ge,SW,BOOLE
GC,MP,WHOLE
SG,PNS,BOOLE
SG,PEW,BOOLE
SG,PVT,BOOLE
SG,PEV,BOOLE
SG,PPE,BOOLE
SG,PMD,BOOLE
SG,PSW,BOOLE
SG,P A V,BOOLE
SG,PPG,BOOLE
SG,PD I,BOOLE
SG,PD2,BOOLE
SG,PD3,BOOLE
SG,PD4,BOOLE
SG,PWI,BOOLE
SG,PW2,BOOLE
SG,PW3,BOOLE
SG,PW4,BOOLE
SG,PAI,BOOLE
SG,P A2,BOOLE
SG,P A3,BOOLE
SG,P A4,BOOLE
SG,PP3,BOOLE
SS,OD,WHOLE
SS,OH, TENTS
SS,OP,TENTS
SS,ZR TENTS
SS,OT,HUREDTHS
SS,ST,HUREDTHS
SS,SL,HUREDTHS
SS, UD,BOOLE
SS,CV,BOOLE
SS,MA TENTS
SS,SS,HUREDTHS
xx GP,BOOLE
NO (SYSTEM DEFAULT, PU)
I DISPLAY (NO/GRAH/ AB)
4 ZERO VELOCITY REFERENCE (S/BIM)
-100 LOWEST VELOCITY ON GRAH
100 llGHEST VELOCITY ON GRAH
o LOWEST DEPTHS ON GRAH
400 llGHEST DEPTHS ON GRAH
NO SET DEPTHS WIOW TO INCLUDE ALL BINS
25 MI PERCENT GOOD TO PLOT
YES PLOT NORTHSOUT VEL.
YES PLOT EASTIWST VEL.
NO PLOT VERTICAL VEL.
NO PLOT ERROR VEL.
NO PLOT PERCENT ERROR
NO PLOT MAG AN DIR
NO PLOT AVERAGE SP. W.
YES PLOT AVERAGE AGe.
YES PLOT PERCENT GOOD
NO PLOT DOPPLER I
NO PLOT DOPPLER 2
NO PLOT DOPPLER 3
NO PLOT DOPPLER 4
NO PLOT SP. W. I
NO PLOT SP. W. 2
NO PLOT SP. W. 3
NO PLOT SP. W. 4
NO PLOT AGe I
NO PLOT AGC 2
NO PLOT AGe 3
NO PLOT AGe 4
NO PLOT 3-BEAM SOLUTION
5 Offet for Depth
45.0 Offet for Heading
0.0 Offet for Pitch
0.0 Offet for Roll
45.00 Offet FOR temp
50.00 Scale for Temp
35.00 Salnity (PPT)
YES Toggle UP/DOWN
NO Toggle concave/Convex transducerhead
30.0 Mounting angle for transducers.
1530.00 Speed of Sound (m/sec)
YES (SYSTEM DEFAULT, GPJ
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xxDD, TENTS
xxPT,BOOLE
xx TU, TR
TB,FP,WHOLE
TB,LP,WHOLE
TB,SK, WHOLE
TB,DT,BOOLE
DU, TD,BOOLE
xxPN,WHOLE
DR,SD,WHOLE
DR,PD,WHOLE
DP,PX,BOOLE
SS,LC, TENTS
SS,NW, TES
Ge,GM, TR
AD,PS,BOOLE
xxLNN,BOOLE
xxBM,BOOLE
xxRSD,BOOLE
xxDRV,WHOLE
xxPBD,WHOLE
TB,RS,BOOLE
uxEE,BOOLE
SS, VSC, TR
AD,DM,BOOLE
TB,SC,BOOLE
AD,CW,BOOLE
DR,RW,BOOLE
DR,RR,BOOLE
DR,RRBOOLE
DR,RRW,BOOLE
DR,R3,BOOLE
DR,RBS,BOOLE
xxSTD,BOOLE
LR,HB,HUREDTHSSL,I,ARY5 0 I
SL,2,AR Y5 0 I
SL,3,AR Y5 0 I
SL,4,ARY5 0 I
SL,5,ARY5 0 I
SL,6,ARY5 0 I
1.0 (SYSTEM DEFAULT, DD)
NO (SYSTEM DEFAULT, PT)
2 (SYSTEM DEFAULT, TU
I FIST BINS TO PRI
64 LAST BIN TO PRI
6 SKI INRVAL BETWEN BINS
YES DIAGNOSTIC TAB MODE
NO TOGGLE USE OF DUM DATA
o (SYSTEM DEFAULT, PNJ
3 Second recording drive
3 First recording drive (1=A:,2=B: ... )
NO Profier does XYZE transform
5.0 Limt of Knots change
0.5 Weight of new knots of value
2 GRAIDCS CONTOL O=LO RES, I =ID RES,
2=ENHCED
NO YES=SERIINO=P ARLEL Profier Lin
YES (SYSTEM DEFAULT, LNN
YES (SYSTEM DEFAULT, BM)
NO RECORD STANAR DEVITION OF VELOCITIES
PER BIN
o (SYSTEM DEFAULT, DRY)
3 (SYSTEM DEFAULT, PBD)
NO SHOW RHT STATISTIC
YES ENABLE EXIT TO EXTRNAL PROGRA
o Velocity scale adjustment
NO USE DMA
NO SHOW CTD DATA
YES Collect spectral width
YES Record average SP.W./Bin
NO Record last raw dopplers
NO Record last raw AGe
NO Record last SP.W.
YES Record average 3-Beam solutions
YES Record beam statistic
NO (SYSTEM DEFAULT, STD)
0.00 Heading Bias
8 NONE 19200 PROFILER
8 NONE 1200 LORA RECEIVR
8 NONE 1200 REMOTE DISPLAY
8 NONE 1200 ENSEMBLE OUTUT
8 NONE 1200 AUX I
8 NONE 1200 AUX 2
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0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 YES DI
0.00 YES D2
0.00 YES D3
0.00 YES D4
0.00 YES AGe
0.00 NO SP. W.
O.OONO ROLL
0.00 NO PITCH
0.00 NO HEADING
0.00 NO TEMPERATU
DU,I,ARY6 100.00 100.00 60.00
DU,2,ARY6 -100.00 -100.00 60.00
DU,3,ARY6 200.00 200.00 60.00
DU,4,ARY6 -200.00 -200.00 60.00
DU,5,ARY6 200.00 19.00 60.00
DU,6,ARY6 0.00 0.00 60.00
DU, 7,AR Y6 0.00 0.00 60.00
DU,8,ARY6 0.00 0.00 60.00
DU,9,ARY6 0.00 0.00 60.00
DU, IO,AR Y6 0.00 0.00 60.00
DC,I,SPECIA "FH00002" MACRO I
DC,2,SPECIA "E0004020099" MACRO 2
DC,3,SPECIA "B008001" MACRO 3
DC,4,SPECIA "CF63" MACRO 4
CI,I,SPECIA "TN026" CRUISE ID GOES HERE
LR, I,SPECIA "" LORA FIE NAM GOES HERE
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